Improving outcomes in ambulatory anesthesia by identifying high risk patients.
Currently, outcome data in ambulatory anesthesia are somewhat limited though results are quite good with low reported rates of mortality and major morbidity. As patient comorbidities and surgical invasiveness increase, identifying those patients at higher risk will help to focus quality improvement energy and research where most effective. Better data collection and analysis will refine patient and procedure selection and improve outcomes going forward. Complications after ambulatory surgery are associated with age, higher American Society of Anesthesiologists physical status, obstructive sleep apnea, and obesity. Frailty has recently been linked to increased complications in ambulatory surgery as well. Newer ambulatory procedures such as spine and total joint arthroplasty require careful patient selection. Identifying high-risk ambulatory patients can help facilitate development of a strategy to triage these patients, optimize their conditions prior to surgery, and manage their care and disposition postoperatively. Inpatient surgery or admission should be considered for higher risk patients having high invasive surgery.